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FRIPP 13 (EAST BLOCK)

FRIPP TOWNSHIP 

HOLLDWER CGNSOXJDATED GOLD MINES, LTD.

INTRODUCTION

During the period ^uty 12. - December 23, 1965, a geomagnetic 
survey of the following 39 claims, recorded in the naae of Hollinger 
Consolidated Ooid Mines, Ltd., was carried outt -

P-78122 - P-78U9 inclusive,
P-78151 - P-78153 inclusive,
P-78155 - P-78157 inclusive,
P-78306,
P-80310 - P-30313 inclusive.

These claims are located in Fripp Township, Porcupine Mining 
Division, Ontario.

PERSONNEL EMPLOYED OH THE SURVEY

R*C. Humphrey acted as instrument operator. P. Laverdiere, 
R.E. Lawson and J. Maxwell acted, at different times, as assistant 
instrument operators*

DESCRIPTION OF SURVEY

A total of 31 miles of line was read at 1566 stations. Lines 
were cut at 400' intervals perpendicular to a 315O (true) baseline; and 
stations established at 100' intervals. In areas of anomalous magnetic 
intensity, stations were established at 50' intervals.

The main base station was established at 31+75 South on XL52W. 
Sub base stations were established at the intersection of the picket lines 
with Baseline No. 5 and Baseline No. 4. The baselines are chained east 
and west from XLO and the picket lines are chained north and south from 
Baseline No. 5.
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TYPE OF INSTRUMENT

The survey was perf onssd with two ABSM MZ-4 Torsion Magnetometers, 

sensitivities 10.1 and 10.7 gammas per scale division*

RBSULTS OP THE SURVEY

The results of the survey are plotted on the accompanying map, 

"Fripp No. 3 Group, East Block, Geomagnetic Survey, Scale l* - 400"*.

The contour interval up to 1600 gammas is 200 gammas. A 400 

contour interval is used from 1600-2000 gammas and for values above 2000 

gammas, a 1000 gamma contour interval is used.

The normal indicated magnetic intensity is in the order of 950- 

1100 gamtaas. There is little variation from this normal intensity except 

for areas of linear narrow high magnetic intensity.

The areas of anomalous magnetic intensity (designated by letters 

of the alphabet) and their relationship to observed and interpreted geological 

features are discussed below.

A

Located at the north end of the claim group is a wide sone of 

anomalously high magnetic intensity following Foolem Lake, the Splitrock 

River, through Canyon Lake and into the east arm of Quart* Lake.

These high magnetics coincide with geologically defined olivine 

diabase. The diabase has a high magnetite content with magnetite filling 

the cracks in the olivine crystals. (1) This dyke extends west into the 

Grassy River (2) and east to the Fripp McArthur Townships boundary (3), 

and probably east to the northwest corner of Langmuir Township (A).

B
Along the west boundary of the claim group there is a sone of 

anomalous magnetic intensity. This sone is approximately 1000* wide and is 

characterised by three parallel cones of high magnetic intensity with an 

area of relatively low magnetic intensity in the centre. In the north of 

the claim group the areas of magnetic high intensity coincide with two 

parallel quarts diabase dykes. These dykes appear to be continuous as on 

the northeast shore of Bruce Lake quarts diabase outcrops and also diabase 

outcrops on an island in Bruce Lake and on the east boundary of claim P-78156.
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S.
A linear con* of high magnetic intensity runs east-west along the

south boundary of claims P-78153, P-78U9, P-7QU3, P-7QUO and central 

part of claims P-78136, P-78133, P-78130 and P-78127. Outcrop in the centre 

of this magnetic ancnaly is quarts diabase which has a relatively high 

magnetite content.

D
A linear sone of high magnetic intensity occurs on the east 

boundary of the claim group and strikes north 100 vest. Outcrop in this 

area of magnetic intensity is quart* diabase. The dyke has a 

width of 150* in outcrop.

A narrow linear sone of high magnetic intensity extends from the 

northwest corner of claim P-78131 to the centre of claim P-78128. There 

is no outcrop in the area, however the magnetics appear similar to those 

in area "C", so it is probably an east-west trending quarts diabase causing 

the anomaly.

I
A narrow area of high magnetic intensity strikes east-west across

claims P-78125 and P-78306. This anomaly coincides with quarts diabase in 

outcrop on XL56K.

A local magnetic high on XL8E 28-KJOS would appear to be caused 

by diabase as there is diabase outcrop 800* due east of this between 

XL8E and XU2E.

A local high (2009 gamms4 occurs on XL?6W 10+OON. This is in an 

area of granite and is probably caused by a concentration of magnetite.

(1) Geology of Fripp #3 East Block, 1965, Unpublished Report, B.I. MaeDonald

(2) Geology of Fripp #3 west Block, 1965, Unpublished Report, B.I. MaeDonald

(3) Geology of Fripp #2 Group, 1965, Unpublished Report, B.I. Mao&onald

(4) ueomagnetic Survey, Fripp Township Group #2, 1965, Unpublished Report,
O.D. Robinson
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COKCLU3I08S

Tha aagnatio faaturaa on tha elate group ara all raflaot 

 agnatita rich diabaaa dykaa. Tha strongest araa of high nagnatia 

intanaity oooura ovar tha olivina diabaaa dyka in tha north of tha 

elajba group. Thia faatura appears to ba offaat by Canyon Laka which 

indieataa a fault running through tha eantra of tha laka.

Thara ara no araaa of e concede importance dafinad by tha 

geomagnetic aunray.

Raspactfully eubBdttad,

B. I. MaeDonald, 
Aaaistant Fiald Qaologiat.
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BtECTlQMAOllETl. - ^..-.

PIUPP TOWSH2P (GROUP fj EAST BLOCK)

HOLLDWER CONSOLIDATED OOID MINES, LTD.

During the period JUM 12th - December 28th, 1965* an 
electromagnetic  urvey of th* following 39 claims, recorded in the 
nan* of Hollinger Consolidated Ooid Klnea, Ltd., wm* carried outs -

P-78122 to P-78U9 Inclusire,
P-78151 to P-78153 IncltMlT*,
P-78155 to P-78157 Inolu-iT*,
P-78306,
P-80310 to P-80313 inclxuire.

Theee claim are located in Fripp Township, Porcupine Mining 
Division, Ontario*

F1R80MIEL BMPLOTPP OH THE SORVBT

R.C. HuMphrej and P. Laverdiere acted a* InctnaMnt operator*. 
R.E. Lamon and J.S. Maxwell acted, at different tlaes, a* assistant 
instruaent operators*

A total of 31 "iles *u read at 1588 stations. Lines were cut 
at 400' intervale perpendicular to a 315O (true) baseline, and station* 
were established at 100* intervals. In areas of anomalous electrical 
conductivity, stations were established at 50* intervale.
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DESCRIPTIOli Gf SURVEY

Tha surray waa performed with a dual fraquaney Crona J.E.M. 
Eleotromagnetometer. Tha angle of inclination (dip) of the resultant 
electromagnetic field ia Measured at each station in the field.

In normal operation two man have similar E.M. unite, both of 
which tranamit and receive the signal. The two men stand with a 200 
foot separation on the same grid line (in line) when performing the 
survey. The man taking notes is designated "chief" and the other man 
"helper". The chief transmits a signal with an inclined coil and the 
helper receives the signal and measures the dip angle of the electromagnetic 
field using a horicontal coil. The procedure ia then reversed and the 
chief measures the dip angle of the electromagnetic field. Tha dip aq^Les 
ara measured aa positive by one unit and negative by the other. If no 
anomalous electrical conductivity is present, the SUB of the two readings 
(the resultant dip angle) ia close to ssero - 4O .

During a normal survey all readings are taken initially using 
the high frequency signal of 1000 cycles per second. If electrical 
conductivity is indicated by a resultant dip angle of greater than (-4O), 
low frequency (430 c.p.s.) readings are taken*

The resultant dip angles are plotted at the midpoint of separation 
(chief to helper) and then profiled. Inspection of the map will then show 
the location of anomalous electrical conductivity.

RESULTS OF THE SURVEY

The results of the survey are ahown on the accompanying map 
"Fripp #3 Group, East Block, Electromagnetlo Survey, Scale l" - 400 "*.

There is only one area of anomalous electrical conductivity. 
The conductors are reverse type and appear to be caused by magnetite 
concentrations in diabase dyke.

CONDUCTOR A

XL72W 3+508 -10+003

The maximum resultant dip angle ia +80 . The conductor axis ia 
coincident with a north-south trending quart* diabase dyke which ia 
relatively magnetic (2100 gamma). The resultant dip angle profile ia very 
irregular and it may suggest that a conductive cone ia striking at a small 
angle to the picket line*
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COBDOCTOR B

XL72W 7+50M - XL76W J+50H .
XL80W 44COH

The maximum resultant dip angle is -to0. The configuration of 
the plotted resultant dip angles is such that there are high positive 
shoulders to a low positive over the centre of the conductor. This is a 
true configuration for a relatively deepj greater than 50 feet, and weak 
conductor. The outcrop in this area ie coarse grained "granite". Therefore 
an assumption that there is an inclusion within the granite that is highly 
sheared is made to give cause for the conductor. On XL72W immediately 
northeast of the conductor axis, there is an area of local high magnetic 
intensity. Surface outcrop here is also coarse grained "granite" so a 
local magnetite rich inclusion i* postulated to explain the magnetics*

COHCLU3IQNS

The profiles of the resultant dip angles of the two concfeetive 
 ones on the claim group are similar in that the readings are positive 
and very erratic. The conductive areas appear to have no economic 
significance (geological mapping)*

The conductive zone in the granite might indicate sheared 
inclusions not outcropping which may be Important as a shear cone on the 
east end of Quarts Lake had interesting copper and cine values.

No further work is recommended for this area. However, if 
mineralization of economic importance is found in the area (depending on 
the type of mineralisation) an induced potential or turam survey would be 
advisable.

Respectfully submitted.

30 l 3C, 5 B* I* MacDonald,
' Assistant Field Geologist.
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GEOLOGICAL .

FRIPP TOWNSHIP (QHODP ft EAST BLOCK) 

HOLLDCER CONSOZJDATED GOLD MDBS, LTD.

During the period June 4th to August 16th, 1965, a geological 
survey of the following 39 claims, recorded in the name of Hollinger 
Consolidated Gold Mines, Ltd., was carried out: -

P-78122 - P-78149 inclusive,
P-78151 - P-78153 inclusive,

P-78156 - P-7B157 inclusive,
P-78306,
P-80310 - P-80313 inclusive.

The claims are located in Fripp Township, Porcupine Mining 
Division, Ontario.

Aoeese

The claim group can be reached by pontoon equipped aircraft 
(Porcupine Lake to Bruce Lake), a distance of 20 miles. The claim group 
can also be reached by road going south from the Buffalo Ankerite Mine 
to a point fifteen miles south and then two miles by trail.

Personnel ^Vployed on the Survey

A three man geological mapping party was employed.

B.I. MacDonald, assistant field geologist, was party leader and responsible 
for the mapping. E.A. Chartre (graduate geology student from Ottawa 
University) was assistant party leader. Stripping of outcrop, sampling 
and mapping was also carried out by A. Forrester (second year geology
student at Queen 1 s University). W.H. King spent considerable time 
locating claim posts and tying them in to the grid lines.
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Topography

The area is drained by the Mountjoy Hirer system (via Splitrock 
River) flowing north to the Mattagami River. Maximum relief i* 
approximately 150 feet* In the north there is a drop of 100 feet from 
Quarts Lake to Canyon Lake. In the south-central part of the claim group 
there is a height of land with maximum relief of 150 feet. There are two 
small lakes on the claim group., Ugh Lake in the south-central area,and 
Canyon Lake in the northwest part of the group*

There is low ground in the southwest part of the claim group 
which is mainly spruce cedar swamp.

Previous Geological Work

In the year 192? a company, Quart*. Lake Mines, Limited, was 
formed, to develop the showing on Canyon Lake. Considerable work has 
been done on this showing with a one hundred and forty-five foot adit 
being driven in to intersect the shear zone with the mineralisation. 
Surface trenching on the quarts vein system along the south shore of 
Quartz Lake had been carried out previous to this. Interesting values 
in gold, silver, lead and copper were obtained. There is no record of 
any further work on the property*

In 1961 a reconnaissance mapping survey (l* - 1320*) was carried 
out by C.D. MacKensle, J.T, Shaw, and J.L. Kirwan, in the summer, for 
Hollinger Consolidated Ooid Mines, Ltd*

Resets of the Survey

The results of the geological survey are shown on the 
accompanying map "Fripp #3 Group, East Block, Scale l" - 400t". 
Traverses were run on picket lines cut at 400 foot intervals 
perpendicular to a base line running at 315**.
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General Geology

All the consolidated rocks on the claim group are Precambrian in 
age. They are covered by a thin mantle of glacial material in the north 
and east-central portions of the claim group and by relatively thick corer 
in the west, south and east portions of the claim group* Outcropping is 
heavy in the north part of the claim group and heavy enough in the remaining 
portion of the claim group, to give a good geological picture.

The oldest rocks in the area appear to be metamorphosed andesite 
and andesite tuff. These rooks have been intruded by a large plug of 
diorite,and dykes of diorite. Also, they have been intruded by a large 
dyke of granite.

Later intrusives in the area are north-south and east-west 
trending quartz diabases (Matachewan?) and the area is intruded in the 
northern part by an east-west trending olivine diabase (Keweenawan).

The most recent geological event evident In the area appears to 
be post diabase faulting which has offset the east-west olivine diabase 
and produced a graphitic shear in the diabase*

Table of Foi fctli

Keweenawan 

Matachewan 

Algoman

Haileyburian 

Keewatin

- Olivine Diabase Q

- Quartz Diabase O

~ Oranite H
- Diorite, Quarts Diorite, Diorite -f inclusions L

- Hornblendite K

~ Andesite A
Hornblende Schist (Volcanic) A 
Hornblende Schist (Uhcertain Origin) I
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Keewatin

Volcanics
la the southeast section of the map sheet, rocks of volcanic 

origin outcrop* These rocks have pillow selvedge remnants in places and 

are recognisable as andesite. Some of the rocks are relatively fresh while 

others are metamorphosed to produce a lineation* The sheared rock is 

medium grained with platy minerals (biotite and chlorite) aligned along shear 

planes. Hornblende is a major constituent of the rook along with feldspar* 

The formation is steeply dipping to the northeast (60O-80O ). A contact is 

drawn between the hornblende schist of the volcanic sequence and the 

hornblende schist of unknown origin on the basis of grain sise and the finer 

banding of the latter* A
Hornblende Schist (Unknown Origin)

This rock comprises a major portion of the map sheet* It is 

finely divided with grain sise fine grained. In hand specimen it has a 
slaty appearance. The relationship between this rock and the hornblende 

schist derived from andesite may be the tuffaceous member of the sequence 

versus the volcanic member. In the north portion of the map sheet pillowed 
andesite was recognised within this sequence. I

In the southeast portion of the map sheet a coarse grained talcose 

hornblende rich rock was recognised. It is in contact on the north and 

south with andesite and 70 feet west of the outcrops on strike with this 

rock there is relatively fresh pillowed andesite. There are no magnetics to 

outline a possible extension of this rock type so it has been outlined only 

as outcrop with a short length. t^

Diorite. Quarts Diorite
In the southwest part of the map sheet and in the east part of the 

map group coarse grained diorite and quarts diorite outcrop. This rook is 

identical to the diorite described in previous report (1). The diorite is 

composed of ^OjC-oOJf andesine with 50Jt-30JJ hornblende, often hypersthene, some 

biotite (replacement of hornblende), quarts and some chlorite. The diorite 

is primarily a quarts diorite with opalescent blue quarts eyes. L
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In the northern section of the map sheet a granite intrudes the 

hornblende schist. Previous mapping and thin section work indicates that 

these "granitic1* rocks are quartcose hornblende diorites with andesine 

feldspar serioitised and stained bgr hematite (2). This dyke has a linear 

extent of 9000 feet and a marlmnm width of 1300. numerous dykes of granite 

are found along the Splitrock River in the northeast of the map sheet. N

ba

There are numerous north-south and east-west trending quarts 

diabases. These dykes are brown weathering. On fresh surface distinctive 

ophitic texture is observed with laths of green plagioclase feldspar and 

enclosed hornblende. The age relationship of east-west to north-south 

quarts diabase is unlnowa on this map sheet as they were not observed in 

outcrop where they intersect. However on the west side of Bruce Lake, 

east-west quarts diabases were observed by the writer cutting north-south 

quarts diabases (3). These rocks cut all other rocks on the map sheet 
except for east-west olivine diabases.

An olivine diabase dyke trending at 700 with a width of 
approximately 900 feet follows the Splitrock River and follows the east 

arm of Quarts Lake. The rooks has laths of white feldspar with numerous 

crystals of olivine with magnetite filling the cracks in the olivine 

crystals. Hornblende is also an accessory mineral with some biotite and 

possibly some sphene. It has been offset in Canyon Lake by a northwest 

trending fault. ^

1 Geology of Bruce Lake Area, 1962, Unpublished Report, J. L. Kirwan 
Geology of Fripp #3 Group, West Block, 1965, Unpublished Report,

B.I. MacDonald

2 Geology of Quarts Lake Area, 1962, Unpublished Report, J.L. Kirwan

3 Geology of Fripp #3, tost Block, 1965, Unpublished Report, B.I. MacDonald
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Structure? Geology

There is very little structural Interpretation from this map sheet 
except for faulting. The sheared volcanics and hornblende schist were 
conformable to the diorite hornblende schist contact on the west and they 
strike at approximately 3150 * The dip varies from 50O to 800 with an average 
of 650 .

There are only t*o fault zones in the area, one at northwest- 
southeast trending fault topographically expressed by Canyon lake. This 
fault displaces the 70O trending olivine diabase 1700 feet. A diamond drill 
hole drilled by Nlpiron Mines intersected 500 feet of olivine diabase?? This 
hole intersected 50 feet (core length) of graphitic chloritic olivine diabase 
with no diabasic features evident. A minor northaast-southveRt trending 
fault offsets the granite, hornblende schist contact (XL 72 W) near the main 
base line. The offset is approximately 300 feet.

A shear Bone along the east arm of Quart* Lake has quarts veining 
with chalcopyrite and galena. This shear cone may be evidence of an east- 
west fault but there is no actual displacement along it*

Faults
FQU It

The Canyon Lake tot is post diabase (at least there has been 
movement after diabase intruded the area).

The shear sone at Canyon Lake baa interesting chalcopyrite and 
galena mineralisation. Early work in this area consisted of driving two 
adits into the hillside to intersect the shear sone at depth. Apparently 
this work was unproductive and no further work appears to have been done. 
Grab samples from the adit dump ran nil on silver and gold and gave very low 
copper assays*

In the granite dyke there are some narrow quarts veins with 
chalcopyrite and galena. These have no economic value as they are not 
continuous and they are not regular*

Geologically there are no areas of economic Importance in the claim
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group. Magnetometer and electromagnetic surreTB have not defined an/ 

targeta*

Coacluaiona

The claim group at present haa no economic significance. If work 

in the ianediate area indieataa some economic important areaa, a "turam" 

electromagnetic aurray might ba feasible, to outline poaaibla daap buried 

sulphide zonea.

Raapactfullj submitted.

30, \3l*5 B, ^ KacDonald,
Aasiatant Field Geologist.
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